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Abstract
Due to increasing demands on the physical and physico-chemical properties of materials in many
areas of high-technology the use of pure metals and compounds is apparently increased. Optimization
of certain properties, such as the efficiency of photovoltaics, conductivity, reduction of contact resistance, high-temperature resistance of super alloys and many other properties of materials can be
achieved by direct use of high purity metals and/or doping with special trace metal additions.
In the production and application of high purity metals, alloys and compounds, a reliable method for
the investigation and determination of contaminations is needed. This can be carried out by direct
analysis using high resolution glow discharge mass spectrometry (GD-MS). This technique is commonly applied for the characterization of elements in quality control and production.
In our lab, the Thermo Scientific Element GD Plus GD-MS is used to detect trace impurities in a wide
range of pure metals, alloys and materials. The contents of ultra-traces and matrix elements in the
wide range from ppb to % level can well be analyzed.
Besides the bulk concentration information, the sputter process also yields vertical information, since
material is eroded from sample surface down to the substrate material. Due to the high scan speed
and widely adjustable sputter parameters, the Element GD Plus delivers excellent quantitative analyses of elemental depth profiling of conductive coating materials with thin (10s of nanometers) to
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thick (many micrometers) layers. For complex alloys, galvanized steels, photovoltaic solar cell, corrosion-resistant thin film on stainless steel and other multilayer systems a depth profiling can be accomplished by GD-MS analysis.
The combination of trace impurity analysis and depth profiling in metals by means of GD-MS can
provide a profound attribution with vital importance for the metal industry.

1.

Introduction

Analytical methods with sufficient sensitivity are needed for the characterization in quality control
and in the production of high-tech equipments and scientific instruments. It is important to use the
high-purity materials in their producing since even a very low content of impurities can drastically
change the properties and performance of such materials 1]. It is therefore important to dertermine
trace element contents with high accuracy and efficiency, and it is essential to achieve low limits of
detection for pure metals, alloys and metallic compounds at background levels. Trace impurities in
most pure metals, alloys, materials like semiconductors and non-conductors can be determined by a
high-resolution glow discharge mass spectrometer (GD-MS) which is typically applied for full scan
analyses of all available trace elements. It allows fast and sensitive multielement analysis and does
not require laborious sample treatment 2]. For metallic samples, the detection limits of traces are
very low, down to sub-ppb level under optimum conditions with a few percent of precision 3, 4].
The advantage in GD-MS analysis is the materials to be analyzed are directly used as the cathode and discharge cells serve as the anode. Metals including metallic alloys, steel and high purity
metals are possible by the direct analysis. By this means, the dilution factor encounters in wet chemical analysis such as dissolution and/or digestion processes are eliminated 3]. Consequently, increasing risks of sample contamination in the dissolution process and the loss of spatial information are
decreased. In addition, minimum calibration and less sample preparation are needed for the measurements of each element. Solid samples in the form of wires, rods, pins, sheets, irregular pieces, chunks,
flat wafers, targets or powders can be analyzed.
The Element GD Plus GD-MS features a fast flow glow discharge source that can be operated
in continuous or in pulsed mode 5]. Continuous mode operation offers the advantage of high sputter
rates to remove the contaminated surface layers quickly. The wide application set of calibration factors (Standard RSF = general Relative Sensitivity Factors) is based on continuous mode operation.
The pulsed (or modulated) mode of the glow discharge source results in enhanced overall stability.
An efficient pulsed ionization results in lower sample consumption, lesser need of consumables
and overall higher precision of analysis and reduced time for calibration 6].
One of the advantages of using glow discharge sources is the possibility for depth profiling and
thin layer analysis which is of very important for the production, the development of new materials
and coatings 2,7,8].
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2.

Analysis and Detection

2.1.

Principle and Instrumentation of Glow discharge - Mass Spectrometer (GD-MS)

This work involved a Thermo Scientific ELEMENT GD Plus glow discharge mass spectrometer GDMS for all analyses (Figure 1). Metal and non-metal samples are discharged directly or after a suitable
treatment. The samples are analyzed using either continuous dc mode or pulsed mode. Pre-sputter
time is necessary to get rid of the surface impurities. The discharge area is usually 8 mm in diameter.
The anode, the cone and the anode tube are made up of stainless steel. Inert gas (typically argon) is
used as a discharge gas.
In a glow discharge source, electrical power is supplied between the sample (cathode) and the
anode by a power supply typically operated in direct current (0 mA – 300 mA) at a high voltage (0.5
– 2 kV). Inert gas argon is introduced into the discharge cell. When the discharge under the vacuum
pressure (10 - 103 Pa), a glow discharge (plasma) is established due to a potential difference between
the cathode and the anode. The accelerated ions are then separated with a magnet field according to
their m/z ratios and are measured by a mass spectrometer. In the MS detector, the most abundant
isotope of the element of interest is preferentially chosen for data analysis 3, 9]. Duration of an
analysis is typically 5-15 min including pre-sputter time and data acquisition.
Data evaluation was attained by using relative sensitivity factors (RSF’s) which were supplied
with the instrument to calculate semi-quantitative results with limited accuracy 4,10,11]. For quantitative evaluation, certified reference materials (CRMs) with similar matrix composition are used
whilst the differences in RSF’s of elements must be considered.
In GD-MS analysis, a single point or multipoint calibration of the reference material can be
used for calibration, and the analysis results are attributed according to this calibration 12]. The
calibration is performed by plotting certified concentration vs. the measured Ion Beam Ratio (IBR),
i.e., the raw elemental ratio relative to the matrix element. The slope of the regression curve is representing the Relative Sensitivity Factor (RSF) of the matrix matched calibration. Since the calibration
is commonly forced through zero, no intercept is expected and thus R2 values for this regression type
are not available 12]. Figures 2 a and b show the linearity of the calibration of Se and Pd in Ag.
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Figure 1:

Element GD Plus Glow discharge-Mass Spectrometer (GD-MS), Thermo Scientific

(a)
Figure 2:

2.2.

(b)

Calibration curves of (a) Se in Ag and (b) Pd in Ag.

Sample preparation

2.2.1. Sample preparation of conducting materials:
Compact samples with a flat surface with minimum 20 mm in diameter can be analyzed directly.
To get a flat surface, the sample can be formed by mechanical treatments like cutting, grinding, rolling
or remelting. The finished surface is obtained by etching, polishing and/or treating with a suitable
solvent. Other forms like wires, very thin foils, powders, metal chips are prepared by hydraulic pressing in an orifice of metal rings to form a mechanically stable surface (Figure 3 a, b).
Non-ductile brittle materials can be pulverized in a mill before pressing. During handling, care
must be taken to avoid the risk of contamination. For quantitative analysis, calibration standards can
be prepared by doping with solutions of defined concentrations to a pure matrix powder.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Pressings from (a) gold granulates and (b) copper powder in steel discs for GD-MS measurement.

2.2.2. Sample preparation of non-conducting materials:
In order to widen the application field of GD-MS, analysis of non-conducting materials has been
developed 10]. Principally there are two different techniques to carry out the analysis of non-conducting materials:
(A) Non-conducting samples are prepared into powder and can then be mixed with quantitative
amounts of a high purity conducting agent such as powdered metals (e.g. silver, copper or tantalum),
liquid metals like gallium, or high purity graphite powder 9,10,13]. The samples are then homogenized and pressed into pellets. Conducting agent with known content of impurities will act as a sample
binder and as a secondary cathode. Such addition can dilute the sample and hence lowering the sensitivities for trace analyses. It has been reported that trace elements in non-conductive alumina to
below mg/kg levels can be well detected using high purity graphite powder as a sample binder and as
a secondary cathode where helium was introduced as an additional glow discharge gas to argon
plasma 14].
(B) Alternatively, non-conducting powders can also be pressed into or onto soft solid metals like
indium, lead, or tin which will act as a metallic diaphragm called secondary cathode 15]. High pure
tantalum is also commonly used for this purpose. The fine powder samples are pressed directly into
a borehole of high pure metal with an inner diameter less than the diameter of the glow discharge spot
which will act as a secondary cathode.
Analysis of high purity alumina powder has been carried out in this way 16]. A high purity tantalum
target equipped with a borehole of ca. 5 mm diameter was placed on a TaW plate was used as a
secondary cathode. Some milligrams of alumina powder were filled in the hole (Figure 4), and stable
and compact pellets were prepared by pressing the powder with a TaW pressing pin. The used tantalum target is easily resurfaced by grinding or milling for multiple use.
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Figure 4: Non-conductive alumina powder sample pressed into a tantalum secondary cathode 16].

2.3.

Analysis of Materials

Almost all pure metals and alloys are analyzed directly discharging on the material surface. In order
to eliminate surface contaminations, pre-sputtering has to be carried out.

2.3.1. Analysis of pure metals:
For trace impurities with very low concentration level (<1 ppm) in highly pure metals it is
necessary to calculate the results by using standard RSF’s due to only limited reference materials are
available 12,17]. The impurities present in highly pure metals up to 6N can be well analyzed. As an
example, an analysis of pure copper is shown in Table (1). In this analysis, the quantification of the
most abundant impurities was obtained by external calibration with matrix matched certified reference materials. The sum of all impurities present in pure 6N copper is summarized to 0.92 ppm, and
the purity of the metal thus calculated to 99.99991%.

2.3.2. Analysis of metal alloys:
High precision analysis of trace metals in Ni alloys, which is used in the production of aerospace
industry such as for the production of turbine blades of aircrafts and rockets, is well achieved by using
the pulsed mode of the Element GD Plus GD-MS. The pulsed mode of the glow discharge source
results in enhanced overall stability 5]. An accurate composition of most elements present in this
alloy characterizes the material. Table (2) shows the very precise analysis results of certified reference material (CRM) BAS346A Ni super alloy by GD-MS 6]. It can be seen that an exceptional
performance for the routine analysis of the 14 most important elements in Ni super alloys with an
excellent performance and high precision concentration determination with high sample throughput,
i.e., requiring less than 5 minutes per run. Overall analysis procedure are optimized for efficiency
with minimum sample preparation which in turn reduces the analysis time and cost.
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Table 1:

Analysis report of ultra-trace impurities in pure copper (6N) by GD-MS.
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Table 2:

Repeat analysis the reference material BAS346A Ni super alloy by pulsed mode in Element GD PLUS GD-MS (Pulse frequency = 4 Hz; Pulse duration = 40 μs) 6].

2.3.3. Analysis of non-conducting materials:
Non-conductive oxide powders in general and alumina in particular require severe conditions for wet
chemical dissolution in order to be run on ICP-MS 7]. Direct analysis from the solid provides a
cleaner sample preparation method, using a secondary electrode for analyses with GD-MS.
Trace elements determination in high purity Alumina powders reference material (CRM
8007a) using Tantalum as a secondary cathode by using a Thermo Element Plus GD-MS under pulsed
mode was carried out 16] and the analysis results can be found in Table 3. It shows very high precision data of the analysis even at low concentration level of 0.01 ppm by µs-pulsed operation mode
which proves that this combination is ideally suited for reproducible and trace metal quantification
of high purity alumina powders.
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Table 3: Semiquantitative analysis results of the high purity alumina reference material (CRM NMIJ
8007a) using a tantalum secondary cathode (Pulse frequency = ~4 kHz; Pulse duration = 50 μs) 16].

4. Technical Application of GD-MS in the analysis of various areas
High resolution glow discharge mass spectrometry is applied for the analysis of various areas which
include in the photovoltaic, X-ray technology, medical, chemical, aerospace and electronics industries.

Analysis for Photovoltaics industry (Si, Cu, Cd)
Analysis for X-ray technology (W, Mo, Pb, Zr)
Analysis for Medical industry (Ti, Ti-alloy, Co-Cr alloy, Mg)
Analysis for Chemical industry, aerospace industry (Ni alloy) 6,12]
Analysis of Semiconductors (Si, GaAs, InP, CdTe, CdTeHg) 2]
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5.

Depth-profiling

Compositional depth profile analysis of multilayer coatings, transition zones between individual coating layers between coating and base material are usually performed by using GD surface analytical
techniques 3]. This method proves that quantitative information of major components and important
minor elements with a high speed of analysis. Elemental mass fraction as a function of analysis time
enables a depth profile. In this analysis, the registered intensity versus time profiles is converted into
the desired concentration versus depth profiles (At different sputter times a depth of the coated layer
was determined by the time-depth conversion). To carry out depth profiling, care must be taken not
to contaminate the surface while handling the samples.
Depending on analytical task, the focus might be set on full quantification at trace level for
layers from minimum several hundred of nanometer thickness to a maximum of approximately 100
µm, or at the determination of just key elements in layered systems from single digit nanometer thickness and higher. Depth profiles are typically recorded as semiquantitative data, minimizing the effort
for calibration, while the depth scale needs to be determined offline. As a consequence, fast flow GDMS serves mainly as fast screening techniques for depth profiling, yielding mostly semiquant data at
high sensitivities enabling profiles even down to the sub ppm range. A coating depth determination
of Cu(In,Ga)Se2-thin film for solar cell [18] is shown in Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Cross- sectional scanning electron micrograph of the stack solar cell ZnO:Al/i-ZnO/
CdS/Cu(In,Ga)Se2/Mo/glass (b) Elemental distribution of Cu(In,Ga)Se2-system (~ 2 µm thickness)
determined semiquantitatively by the Thermo Scientific Element GD Plus GD-MS [18].
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The decontamination of the contaminated oxide layer on metallic surfaces before and after applying
by means of laser was also analyzed by GD-MS [19]. The GD-MS profiles for an oxide layers obtained after laser preliminary treatment on 304L stainless steel sheet is shown in Figure 6.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: GD-MS profiles of a Eu-contaminated oxide layers on 304L SS (a) before decontamination
treatment (b) after decontamination treatment [19].
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6.

Conclusion

Most achievements of modern technology are possible by the use of high-tech materials such as metals, alloys, semiconductors or ceramics with excellent material properties. These materials are often
characterized by their high purity i.e., in term of the presence of small traces of impurities. Therefore,
production and quality control require analytical methods with precise and accurate determination of
such impurities and also for very low level of doping.
Fast-flow GD-MS is shown to be a powerful tool for a wide range of modern high-tech
materials. Due to its high detection power, high resolution capability, and linear detector response,
the Thermo Scientific Element GD Plus can be used for analysis in a wide range of metals, from
complex alloys to the highest metal purities available. Besides routine semiquantitative determinations, best accuracies are obtained with few dedicated calibration samples. Currently evolving application fields have just recently been opened to Fast-Flow GD-MS by introduction of modulated
(pulsed) operation. This extends the usability of the instrument to non-conductor analysis and advanced depth profiling.
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